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Changing Nuclear Landscape



Where we are 
now

In response to the UK Government’s energy 
strategy and its ambition for a Great Britain 
Nuclear delivery organisation, we are looking to 
understand where and how to reposition the 
NSD team.

This presentation sets out an evolution of the 
nuclear Sector Deal building on the good work 
that has been done 

We propose a focused, agile team and 
operation that will deliver at pace on areas of 
common challenge and  that are critical to the 
sector. 

In this context we also recommend we move 
from  Nuclear Sector deal to Nuclear sector 
Delivery team
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Deliver

Collaboration            Reduced duplication              Reduced cost             Increased pace 

• Task and Finish 
Groups formed 
for interventions 
that are common 
across more than 
one sector leg

• Interventions are 
supported by 
enabling 
organisations, 
(industry and 
Government), 
simplifying and 
unifying the 
approach to 
delivery. 



Working with the NIC
How we work 

• Nuclear Sector Delivery (NSD) reports on workstreams that 
are common to all the sector legs ( e.g. Skills, Supply chain) 

• The delivery team will set up key interface leads for each 
sector leg made up of an Industry Lead and Government 
lead

• We are accountable to NIC and partner Government and 
industry

• The delivery team model is a small team with strong 
networks 

Intervention Identification 

• The delivery team will understand  and gather intelligence 
on each of the sector legs against the workstream topic 
areas

• in terms of : 

• Key challenges- programme/timings 
• Key targets
• Spend and funding criticalities
• Strategic approach
• Pinch points 
• Lessons learned/best practice form other sectors
• Funding streams 



Next steps
• Model approval and set 

up

• NIC role and ambition 
confirmed

• Sector engagement –
Through working groups 

• Hold NIC – June 2022
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